Auto Reverse Module

Rating: 5.0 Amperes

This MRC DCC Auto Reverse Module will automate the operation of your DCC reverse loop section.

**Wiring** - Connect the two yellow wires to the reverse loop section and the two red wires to the main line section as shown:
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**Operation** - When a DCC decoder equipped loco passes the insulated gaps leading into or from a reverse loop section, the MRC DCC Auto Reverse Module will automatically match the track’s polarity and maintain the same travel direction for the locomotive. This unit was not primarily designed for use with standard locomotives, and will cause a non decoder equipped loco to travel in reverse after passing an insulated gap. When this happens, simply change the direction of the loco using the DCC command station.

**Service** - Please telephone our service department at 732-225-6360 before returning your unit. Be certain to send the unit Parcel Post Insured or UPS and include a clearly printed letter with your name, address, daytime phone number, and a detailed description of the problem you are experiencing. Send the unit to: Model Rectifier Corporation, Attn: Power Pack Service Dept., 80 Newfield Avenue, Edison, NJ 08837.

All of us at MRC would like to join in wishing you many happy years of model railroading with your new Auto Reverse Module!